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Thursday, May 28, 2015

4:00-5:00 p Humor Academy Graduation

5:00-6:00 p aaTH 101

8:00-11:00 p
Humor Jams
Gather, observe and even participate with humorists who are sharing their talents–music, improv, spoken word and story swapping. A different 
experience in every room; wander from here to there and have a great time!

Friday, May 29, 2015

8:30-9:00 a Welcome and announcements

9:00-10:00 a KeyNOTe

Avish Parashar

Ding Happens! How To Improvise, Adapt, And Innovate In An Ever-Changing World! 
Anyone can perform well when everything goes right. The real test of you and your organization is how you react when things go 
wrong - and they will! These make-or-break moments are the “Dings!” of life. Handle them well and you come out looking like a rock 
star. Handle them poorly and you can end up adding unnecessary stress, difficulty, and complication to your life.

This hilarious and energetic program will show you how to stop fearing and hating change and how to use the power of improv 
comedy to improvise, adapt, and innovate - no matter what happens!

If things go 100% as planned for you every time, then you can skip this session; otherwise, attend and learn how to reflexively 
respond to the unexpected in a way that reduces stress, improves productivity, and gives you the skills to manage change.

10:00-10:30 a BReaK

10:30-11:30 a BReaKOUT sessIONs

Lou Franzini

Brain Stimulation And Life Lessons From Print Comic Cartoons 
This topic, the personal consequences of brain stimulation and life lessons from print cartoons, has been rarely studied by humor 
researchers. This presentation, featuring multiple illustrations and discussion of those effects, is designed to stimulate empirical 
investigations of the likely impacts on readers and the subtle persuasion techniques invoked to achieve them.

Joe Hoare
Lose Weight By Laughing? You Must Be Joking
The flow of the session is to strengthen people’s connection with their zest for life – which also helps ‘keeps your brain active and 
healthy’! The weight-loss/calorie-burning research is a topical goldmine. The exercises are impactful & direct.

Jillian Bellanger

Stand-Up Comedians: Soothing Speakers Sharing Sooth
See stand-up comedians do what they do best: Make you laugh, teach you stuff, and soothe your soul. Attend this presentation for 
an overview of some of the scholarship that exists about comedy as relief, a series of video clips demonstrating comedians who 
address important issues, and a discussion around stand-up comedy material that has stuck with people or had special meaning to 
them.

11:30 a-1:00 p LUNCH aNd ReseaRCH POsTeR sessION

1:00-2:00 p BReaKOUT sessIONs

Sue Stevenson

Humor, Happiness And The Hippocampus
This session is designed to provide a fresh perspective on the relationship between Humor, Happiness and the Hippocampus. - 
Recognize the impact of Humor on the Brain and how neuroscience informs us - Understand the concept of Toward v Away states of 
mind - Identify what role the hippocampus plays in humor and happiness - Describe the 3 key factors influencing our ‘humor well-
being’ and what we can do about it. Create a personal plan for incorporating new strategies on a consistent basis.

Penny Willmering,
Jennipher Wiebold

Humpty Dumpty Wasn’t All That He Was Cracked Up To Be - Disability Humor And All The Kings Men 
The depiction of disability in this nursery rhyme teaches very early on that disability is something to be feared and pitied. Historically, 
disability humor often depicts disability in a negative light, as a point of deviance. With the increased inclusion of people with 
disabilities in mainstream society, the use of humor within the context of disability has expanded to include research about the use 
of humor as a coping mechanism, and as a disability awareness tool. This entertaining and moderately interactive session will enable 
participants to understand how the historical context of disability humor has been used appropriately and inappropriately toward 
the integration of people with disabilities in a healthy society (Cassell, 1990).



Andrew Tarvin

The Humor Map: How To Create Effective Humor In The Workplace
You know the value of humor; now learn how to implement it in your work. Using humor doesn’t require you to be a comedian, or 
frankly, even be funny. By leveraging common humor structures and existing content, you can quickly find ways to add humor to 
your work. This interactive breakout will teach you what you need to know about humor and how to incorporate it into your work

2:00-2:30 p BReaK

2:30-3:30 p BReaKOUT sessION

Katherine Puckett

The Healthy Mind Platter: “Mental Nutrients” To Nourish And Balance Your Brain
This presentation introduces the Healthy Mind Platter, explains in layman’s terms the brain science that supports the concept, and 
offers practical ideas and experiences for incorporating the “nutrients” of the platter into one’s daily life. The session combines didactic 
explanation and experiential learning.

Larry Ventis

The Varieties Of Transcendent Humor Experience
This presentation describes various ways in which humor enables us to overcome adversity. Typically this happens, not by 
eliminating an objective problem, but by altering our view so that we find the otherwise annoying experience as not only tolerable 
but even mildly pleasant.

Allen Klein

You Can’t Ruin My Day: Stayin’ Up When The World Is Dragging You Down
Many times we unknowingly give away our power to other people or situations. As a result, it ruins our day and robs us of our humor, 
our joy and our well-being. This upbeat session will show you how to re-frame those annoying situations. With lighthearted lessons 
illustrated with interactive exercises and amusing anecdotes, it will provide tools, tips and techniques for taking back your power and 
changing your life.

3:30-4:00 p BReaK

4:00-5:00 p KeyNOTe

Saranne Rothberg

The Laughing Brain of Saranne Rothberg: Secrets of Seizing a Miraculous Life
Dr. Oz, Oprah, CNN, FOX, PBS, ABC, CBS, NBC, and The New York Times have all wanted to know, “What motivated single mom 
Saranne Rothberg to propel from her chemotherapy chair April 30, 1999 and begin helping over a million people worldwide 
rediscover their funny bones?” Now sixteen years later, Saranne is still cancer free. This award-winning therapeutic comedy pioneer, 
wellness expert, humanitarian & stage 4 cancer warrior, spends her days laughing with the ill and underserved, media moguls, 
billionaires and global leaders. She will take us on her extraordinary journey of “Radical Remission” using humor, laughter, joy, and 
faith; sharing some of her hilarious strategies and life-defining moments. Saranne’s worldwide audiences have included The First 
Ladies, UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon (and Delegates), The President of Chile, The US & Israeli Militaries, TEDx, many patients, 
caregivers, The Families of September 11th, celebrities and Fortune 500 CEO’s. It all started when Saranne threw her own “Chemo 
Comedy Party” in New York City during her first chemo treatment and launched The ComedyCures Foundation. Saranne went onto 
produce many more patient/caregiver events while fighting for her life, including the first therapeutic comedy events at The United 
Nations and The World Health Organization. Saranne continues to find new ways to intersect comedy, human need, corporations, 
media and philanthropy via live event and multi-media. Saranne, and her hundreds of ComedyCures.org performers, travel globally 
transforming the world one laugh at a time. If you’ve ever wondered: • How to successfully live your passion? • If comedy and 
laughter can cure? • If your sense of humor can propel your success? • If you can make money from being funny? • Or if you can use 
humor to manage stress and to live fearlessly without regret? Then, do not miss Saranne’s rare AATH keynote appearance. You will 
laugh, reflect and break down your own barriers in this unique, fun, interactive experience..

7:00 p-12:00 a Award Banquet and Disco Party!

Saturday, May 30, 2015

8:30-9:00 a Welcome and announcements

9:00-10:00 a KeyNOTe

Ann Zuccardy

Secrets of an Accidental Neuroscientist: Creating New Neural Pathways Through Play
NeuroPLAYsticity is about more than staying sharp as we age.  It’s about more than creativity, learning, and adaptation.  In this 
keynote, Ann talks about what she observed about how people learn and adapt, after a head injury connected her current midlife 
body with her inner toddler’s approach to problem solving.  Is your ability to think creatively and adapt quickly, without ego 
attachment, something you’re born with or is it something you can learn (without having to get your head whacked)?  Ann invites 
you to think about how incorporating little bits of play and humor into every facet of your work and life can make neuroplasticity a 
no-brainer.

10:00-10:30 a BReaK

10:30-11:30 a BReaKOUT sessION

Heidi Hanna

Taming The Monkey Mind With Humor
With constantly increasing demands on time and energy, it’s easy to fall into the trap of multitasking - functioning in a state of 
surviving rather than thriving. This mental overwhelm takes a toll on our “human capital”- decreasing focus and attention, creativity 
and innovation, resilience and overall engagement.



Don Baird

Remembering And Celebrating The Life Of William Fry
One of the most beloved members of the humor research community died since our last conference—and we didn’t get a chance 
to say goodbye. Bill Fry was more than an author and researcher on humor. He was a generous mentor, who shared his interest and 
enthusiasm for the importance of humor generously and with great warmth and encouragement.

Izzy Gesell

The Elephant In The Room Is Laughing: Exploring Humor’s Impact On Group Process
The outcome of a meeting or gathering depends on many things, not the least of which is the flow of participant energy. Indeed, 
one of the many hats, speakers, healthcare professionals, coaches, trainers and teachers wear reads “Energy Manager.” We know that 
those we deal with are often experiencing one of two energy flow states; they are either being energized or they are being drained 
of their energy. The state these participants find themselves in effectively impacts the environment for the whole group. Humor is a 
language that people use to join and identify a common universe. They consciously and unconsciously make statements through 
humor about themselves, their relationships, their groups, and their fears, which they find difficult to say otherwise. Humor or the 
lack thereof, functions like a thermostat, controlling the climate within an environment. It is a key component of the atmosphere 
that surrounds all who interact with each other within any setting. In organizations & meetings, which consist of sets of human 
relationships, humor is one way the dynamics of the group are illuminated. Simply put, positive humor fosters a warm and inviting 
feeling. Negative, divisive humor makes a place and its people seem cold, cruel or aloof. Absence of humor altogether indicates 
a systemic blockage of communication. This program examines ways and means of understanding & using overt and subliminal 
humor personally, inter-personally and organizationally.

11:30-1:00 p BUsINess LUNCH

1:00-2:00 p BReaKOUT sessION

Genie Joseph

Humor and Healing The Brain From Trauma
Act Resilient uses laughter, improvisational comedy, theater games and emotional flexibility skills to help people overcome the 
effects of trauma, including traumatic brain injuries. Act Resilient has been presented to over 4,000 US Army soldiers as well as 
spouses and children. A recent Army Medical Journal published results on Act Resilient which lowers stress by over 80%.

Steve Sultanoff

A Funny Thing Happened...But Was It Therapeutic Humor? Let’s Unravel The Mystery of Therapeutic Humor
We often discuss applying therapeutic humor to help others, but have we ever stopped to consider what truly makes a moment of 
humor, therapeutic, versus non-therapeutic or even hostile. There are those who suggest that all humor is therapeutic and others 
who believe that some forms of humor are not therapeutic. Is “therapeutic” in the words said, in the “type” of humor (jokes, sarcasm, 
physical humor, puns, etc.) in the tone presented, in the strength of the relationship between those sharing humor or is it something 
else?

Saranne Rothberg

60 Minutes to Funny
This playful, interactive, ComedyCures workshop will help us explore (and unleash) our comedic self. Together with Therapeutic 
Comedy Expert Saranne Rothberg, we will “fire our inner critic” and “engage our inner comic”. In this unique one hour experience we 
will jumpstart our ability to think funny, write funny and speak funny. Through small and large group activities we will each begin to 
craft one minute of individual comedy material to be used to diffuse our own personal stress. As Smart CEO Magazine’s Non-Profit 
CEO of the Year and the leader of The ComedyCures Foundation, Saranne will also help us to utilize our comic perspective as a 
pitching tool in business, to elevate our speaking gigs with humor and to engage others in interpersonal fun. After this session we 
will each be on our way to building our very own one minute (or more) of personal comedy about our own life’s joys and dramas. 
You’ll even learn a few “Open Mic” tips if that is your secret dream. (No prior comedy skills necessary. Class performance is optional. 
Shy people and patients encouraged to attend also.)

2:00-2:30 p BReaK

2:30-3:30 p HUMOR aCadeMy PReseNTaTIONs aNd POsTeR sessION

3:30-4:00 p BReaK aNd POsTeR sessIONs

4:00-5:00 p KeyNOTe

Heidi Hanna

Fueling Funny: How to Energize the Energizer Bunny
With constantly increasing demands on time and energy, it’s easy to fall into the trap of multitasking - functioning in a state of 
surviving rather than thriving. This mental overwhelm takes a toll on our “human capital”- decreasing focus and attention, creativity 
and innovation, resilience and overall engagement. What’s more, research suggests that age-related cognitive decline begins in 
healthy, educated adults when they are in their 20s and 30s. Managing the Monkey Mind with Humor, participants will learn the 
critical components of brain health (including humor) that provide a foundation for improved cognitive functioning throughout the 
lifespan, understand the power of mental and physical training to stimulate energy, and create an actionable plan for implementing 
a sustainable brain fitness program that can be applied to their everyday life. These simple strategies optimize energy and 
performance for today and create a healthier brain as we age, prolonging the development of cognitive decline, dementia, and 
Alzheimer’s disease.

5:00-6:00 p KeyNOTe

Ed Dunkelblau

50 Shades Of Play
Humor is innately pleasurable, Sex is innately pleasurable. Humor “sells”, Sex “sells”, Humor can help us stay healthy, Who cares?, I’d
rather have sex. This workshop will look at the similarities between humor and sex and will help participants address issues of 
sexuality using humor as an adjunct. Please be aware that coarse language, graphic images and discussion are likely to be a part of 
this presentation. This program is for adults only. This program is presented by the Dr. Ed Dunkelblau, who is not only a Board Eligible 
Sex Therapist but he is also a bored, eligible sex therapist. There will be no quizzes during the presentation, but the final exam will be 
oral. Happy endings guaranteed.



7:00 p Presentation of Comedy Warriors

Hosted by Linda MacNeal 
Wounded Warrior Peer Mentor

aaTH Board of directors

Description of the Film:
As any comedian will tell you, the most poignant comedy comes from pain. And no one knows this better than a service member 
with a life-changing injury. The documentary features five severely wounded service members; four men and one woman, with 
injuries ranging from burns to amputations. They tell their stories from the moment they decided to enlist, to their experiences in 
combat, their struggles in coming home to heal, and the role that humor plays in their rehabilitation.

As part of that process, they were teamed up with celebrated comedians and comedy writers who mentored them in crafting 
a stand-up routine based around their experiences, culminating in a live performance event. Writing sessions and round table 
discussions are an integral part of the film, as the comedy mentors give advice, share anecdotes and interact with the Warriors.

While the subject is serious, the tone of the film is humorous and light-hearted. The purpose is to document the struggles these 
individuals have gone through and their healing process. It serves as a way of honoring their service and sacrifice, as well as provides 
a message of hope for injured service members who have just begun this journey.

Sunday, May 31, 2015

8:00-8:15 a Welcome and announcements

8:15-9:00 a KeyNOTe

Beth Usher

Always In My Right Mind: How Humor Healed My Soul After Surgery To Remove The Left Side Of My Brain
How can someone enjoy life after suffering hundreds of epileptic siezures a day, the removal of the entire left side of the brain, 
spinal fusion, loss of function on the right side of the body, a two month-long coma, loss of vision, years of physical therapy, bullies, 
dissapointment and loss?  Many researchers feel that humor resides in the frontal lobe of our brain.  While laughter does have 
a wonderful effect on our brain cells, I believe that humor resides in our heart. My session includes a first-hand account of my 
experiences through illness and recovery using humor and laughter.  I will share details about my journey from my very first seizure 
to how my family found help as well as the many wonderful people we met along the way. I will show others struggling with difficult 
situations, illnesses, dissappointments and loss that laughter and humor can lighten their burden. Laughter and humor can create 
pathways of understanding and support with caregivers, family, friends, teachers and others. I will show how laughter and humor can 
lead to fabulous life experiences. All it takes is just a little bit of heart - the courage to laugh. I am committed to a life of laughter and 
humor and in spreading the goals and mission of the Association for Applied and Therapeutic Humor as a laughter ambassador.

9:00-9:15 a BReaK

9:15-10:15 a KeyNOTe

Phil Dixon

Humor And The Brain: An Interactive Exploration Of The Relationship Between Humor And The Non-
Conscious Brain
Phil will explain a simple model of the brain and then use that model to challenge the audience to explore for themselves what 
happens in the brain when either it is put under stress or when it is exposed to something funny. This is not your professor’s keynote! 
Phil will call on the audience to think through some of the issues and will be calling for volunteers to explore their own nonconscious 
brain.

10:15-10:30 a BReaK

10:30-11:30 a KeyNOTe

Jeremy Poincenot

My Life’s A Blur
Jeremy Poincenot describes the dramatic experience of shifting from fully-sighted, happy-go-lucky college sophomore, to legally 
blind, World Blind Golf Champion. While initially feeling depressed about his vision loss, Jeremy soon realized that he needed to focus 
on what remained possible, rather than dwell on what he had lost. Through his honest and moving account of learning to not only 
accept, but embrace, his blindness, Jeremy delivers memorable insights the audience can easily implement to become more resilient 
in the face of adversity.

11:30 a-12:00 p good & Welfare

ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED & THERAPEUTIC HUMOR

220 easT sTaTe sTReeT, FLOOR g
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